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High Plains and Clearview library district events for the week of March 22-28, 2021
There's a real chance that for the first time since early 2020, this weekend — even with limited patrons on the grounds — this will feel like the
most normal event of the past 13-plus months.
How to pick the perfect password
She wrote about those visions in “Revelations of Divine Love,” thought to be the earliest surviving book
written in English by a woman ... It takes all her intellectual cunning to answer the church ...

Luzerne County DA-to-be Sanguedolce discusses career, future
"I Can't Breathe" were George Floyd's dying words under a White police officer's knee. They eerily echo what Black, Latino,
Native American and other non-White environmental justice activists have ...
5-at-10: Masters praise and a free contest to win stuff, More voting discussion, Chattanooga is stressed?
The author was born and grew up in Oak Park. He probably didn't say "wide lawns and narrow minds" but he's still remembered for his toxic masculinity —
as well as his large and indelible contribution ...

19 Artists on Their Favorite Independent Music Venues
What's the best password? We'll show you the rules and strategies we'd recommend to pick a safe, strong password that will
keep your data secure.
With Larry Ferlazzo
As Ward looked for answers, the thieves weren’t waiting ... worth many millions—were found to have been looted from the Baroque-era
Girolamini Library in Naples by the library’s director. He and a ...
The Huntington Library has a history of inequity. Can it pivot toward inclusivity?
Computer scientists and legal activists have argued that nothing less than the future development of the internet is ... It’s similar to how writing a
sentence in English requires following grammar ...
Meet The Families Pioneering The Future Of Remote Work (And How They’re Doing It In The World’s Most Amazing
Places)
“The big question is, what do really ambitious benchmarks look like in the future, and what do they measure?” After all, he
says, “There is a big difference between telling me the right answer and ...
‘This is environmental racism’
Henry E. Huntington busted unions and exploited Mexican labor. His museum's leadership was white for a century. Now the keepers of his collection
are making change with the museum at a critical junctu ...
Cengage Offers Free Personal Finance Course for National Financial Literacy Month
Times Leader ? Listen to this Luzerne County Assistant District Attorney Sam Sanguedolce discusses the Preston Bonnett homicide case following
its conclusion in 2019. Sanguedolce is set to be sworn ...
Readers and Writers: Three authors find the same theme during three different times
From a small pie shop in D.C. to a folk festival on a Texas ranch, here are their answers. Check out more of Pitchfork's celebration of the
past, present, and future of live music here.
Google won the battle to make API fair use, but the war rages on
"Dead language"? Not when you consider the applications it has in modern linguistics, history and problem-solving.
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Long Range Planning Committee of the Library Board is set to meet at 1 p.m. Wednesday, March 24 online. Adults age 18 years and older are
invited to participate and give their ideas and feedback for ...
Why We Need New Benchmarks for AI
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Computer scientists and legal activists have argued that nothing less than the future development of ... It’s similar to how
writing a sentence in English requires following grammar conventions ...
Grace Pignolo: Latin unlocks the past and informs the future
The next day, Fabbri snagged one of the last trains back across the English Channel. For the next three months ... In practice,
the simple answer lies almost entirely with technology rather than some ...
Ernest Hemingway’s problematic legacy is reexamined, both in Ken Burns’ new documentary and in Oak Park
"The big question is, what do really ambitious benchmarks look like in the future, and what do they measure?" After all, he says,

"There is a big difference between telling me the right answer and ...
Cracking the Case of London’s Elusive, Acrobatic Rare-Book Thieves
In support of National Financial Literacy Month, Cengage, an education technology company, and its Online Skills business, ed2go, have
announced they will offer ed2go's Personal Finance course for ...
Google won the battle to make API fair use, but the war will rage on
Lisa Sibaja (B.F.A., UNC-Charlotte; M.A., Winthrop University) has taught visual art and ESL, as well as Spanish and theater arts ... the Smithsonian
Institute, or the U.S. Library of Congress—all of ...
How a protest in a North Carolina farming town sparked a national movement
"I Can't Breathe" were George Floyd's dying words under a White police officer's knee. They eerily echo what Black, Latino, Native
American and other non-White environmental justice activists have ...
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